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The newsletter of Plymouth Miniature Steam. Published quarterly (normally 
March, June, September & December) and issued free to members. Cut-off date 
for submissions is 24th of the preceding month (i.e. Feb, May, Aug & Nov). 
 
We  operate  a  ground  level  track  of  approximately  half  a  mile  in  length  at  
our  site  at  Pendeen Crescent,  Southway,  Plymouth,  with  facilities  for  3½,  5  
and  7¼  inch  gauges.  
Public running occurs on the first and third Sundays of each month, from April 
until the end of October. 
For further details and membership information, please contact Ian Jefferson 
(01752-788862) or Malcolm Preen (01752-778083). 
Current Membership Rates - Adult £25, Junior £10. 
Workshop facilities available to members at ‘Tor Bridge High’ (was Estover 
Community College), Plymouth, £25 per term (10 weeks) or £3 per session. 
 
Editor:  Dave Biss, Sunnyside, The Crescent, Crapstone, YELVERTON, 

Devon, PL20 7PS. 
Tel: 01822 854433.       Email -  pms.editor@hotmail.co.uk 

Web - www.plymouthminiaturesteam.co.uk 
We also operate an email message service within the membership; if you wish to 
join, please send an email to jbmon@btinternet.com  
Please note that contributions reflect the views of the writer and are not 
necessarily endorsed by the Company. 
Trading Post - Members advertisements for models and other related items are 
published free.  
Non-members £1 per entry. Trade, by arrangement. All items for inclusion to be 
sent to the Editor.  
Plymouth Miniature Steam, a Company limited by guarantee, registered in 
England No. 3360128 
 

Your Committee for 2017: 

Ian Jefferson Chairman 
Nick Hill  Vice Chairman 
Ursula Brown Secretary 
John Briggs Treasurer 
Selwyn Brown Track Marshal 
Bob Masters, Chris Nash, Alan Smith, Bob Sims  
 
Front cover: Thank you book from Beechwood School (see p5) – photo Ian Jefferson 

Club Details 

mailto:pms.editor@hotmail.co.uk
http://www.plymouthminiaturesteam.co.uk/
mailto:jbmon@btinternet.com
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Editors Ramblings 
As always, any contribution by members to this newsletter is welcomed & 

encouraged, no matter how long or short (even just one photo!). 

Please clearly state where you obtained any words or pictures that are not 

your own work. For example if copied from a book, magazine, website or a 

photo that someone else took. Please do not let this put you off as I have yet 

to have a request to print refused by the copyright owner! 

 

Happy Steaming!  

Contents 
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From the Chair 
Early August and there is already more than a hint of Autumn in the air, even 

the weather forecasters have commented on the fact and this year has 

recently been declared as having ‘the wettest start to the holiday season’. 

Thankfully, we seem to have escaped the worst of the rain, but we have not 

escaped the effects of the weather completely; in early June, a message 

warned the Tuesday group of a problem. The sight that greeted me that 

morning was of one of the largest trees on site, uprooted by strong winds and 

lying across both circuits of the track. To see how much could be done, we set 

to with bow saws and a small chainsaw, first removing the top hamper and 

then gradually the lower branches. Eventually a critical point was reached and 

what was left of the trunk gracefully tipped back and almost planted itself back 

in its hole. A bit longer and the trunk was down to little more than a stump, 

only the big clear up to be completed a few days later. My thanks go to those 

who dealt with this minor emergency as well as keeping the grounds in good 

order.  

 

From the Chair  
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Throughout the last 3 months, our public running Sundays have been kept very 

busy, with our 4 train service under full load virtually continuously. 

Unfortunately, we have suffered a couple of locomotive problems; Fred’s  

valve timing slipped, which took her out for almost a complete day and again 

the next Sunday at the end of the day. This has highlighted an issue with the 

construction of the valve gear that needs to be investigated and hopefully 

remedied as part of the annual maintenance. Jack has also suffered from an 

electrical problem, which was traced to a worn plug and socket assembly, 

which although now repaired, will require further work this winter. The list of 

‘extra jobs’ for the winter maintenance is starting to build! 

In addition to the public running Sundays, in July we had a visit from the 

nursery group at the local ‘Beechwood School’. This was one of their ‘end of 

term’ days out and they certainly seemed to enjoy themselves, so much so that 

they even sent us a ‘thank you’ in the form 

of a book, full of the children’s drawings. 

Also, by the time you read this, so long as 

the weather has remained fair, we will 

have had the summer visit from the 

Barnardos group at Oakwood School; 

From the Chair  
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hopefully that will be equally successful. At both of these special events and 

on public running Sundays, ‘Little Rock Halt’ has proved popular with the 

younger children, it is quite amusing that the waiting room has become even 

busier of late, one wonders which train they are all waiting for!   

As we start to look forward to the closing part of the running season; ‘Already’ 

I hear you say; there are a few dates to remind you of. The first is September 

7th, which is the start of the autumn term at Torbridge, however it has had to 

be hijacked for an EGM; about which you will have received separate 

notification. This is so that we can update you on the progress towards the 

new lease on Goodwin Park, which will become effective from early next year. 

September 17th will see our annual exhibition at which I would hope that we 

will see the results of some of your labours over the past year. And all too soon, 

October will be with us and the end of the running season; this year the 15th 

was scheduled as the last day, but because of the late start, we are going to 

have an extra week and the 22nd will be our last public running Sunday. Then 

the final club event of the year will be the members’ evening on November 7th 

at the DDRC, see the separate notice for further details. 

I know that this issue is following hot on the heels of our summer magazine, 

but I would remind you that there is quite a lot in the ‘swap box’ in the 

clubhouse and whatever is left at the end of the season, will be disposed of, so 

make sure you get in there and get your bargain. Talking of which, do not 

forget that you can get yourself a pair of laser cut drawhooks at the low price 

of £1.50 for 5” gauge or £3.00 for 7¼”. And with the last magazine was an order 

form for club branded clothing; I would expect to place the order during 

October so why not drop the hint that you want a new shirt or fleece for 

Christmas! Remember that all of these contribute a small percentage to club 

funds, so you are helping the club as well as getting yourself a bargain. 

From the Chair  
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Turning to administrative matters, I would draw your attention to the fact that 

the club web site has been redesigned this year and this has given us the 

opportunity to provide a location to make various documents available to you. 

So if you have mislaid you copy of something it may well be on the web site 

now! Just look under the heading of “Member’s Page”, where you will be 

prompted to enter a password, this is currently ‘Fred&Hernia’, but it will be 

changed periodically and you will be notified when this happens. I would 

expect to add further items in due course and if there is something you feel 

should be included please let me know. 

As the end of the calendar year approaches, I have to make the regular appeals 

to you, but this year there is extra emphasis. The winter work plan for the site 

(principally the track) is being developed and once again there is a lot to do to 

remedy some of the ravages of time. This work is expected to start 

immediately on completion of the public running so please listen for the call 

and come and lend a hand; remember that the more help we get the quicker 

it will be done. The other plea as ever, is for the committee. On this occasion, 

I know that we are going to be losing a couple of members for various personal 

reasons. This could leave us extremely short and give us operational 

difficulties, it would therefore be infinitely preferable to have a couple of 

volunteers rather than our having to ‘press gang’ some members to ‘fill the 

gap’. Importantly we need someone to take over the treasurer’s role as John 

has pressures that are further restricting his time; also Aidan is ‘changing jobs’ 

so feels he will be unable to handle the insurance. So once again, please think 

and volunteer before we have to ‘press’ you; just watch out for the 5p in the 

bottom of your beer (or tea)! 

That just about covers all the happenings around here, but I am sure some of 

you will have been somewhere interesting on holiday, so why not share your 

experience with us all in the next magazine. Meanwhile, I came across and 

From the Chair  
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interesting snippet in another publication I receive; I am sure you have heard 

of ‘formula student’, where universities compete to produce and trial a racing 

car utilising very restricted components; well, over the past few years a new 

‘railway challenge’ has been run, where the challenge is to produce an 

innovative and efficient 10¼” gauge locomotive. Most have employed electric 

power and or transmission, but this year Brunel University entered a novel 

design which comprised an 0-8-0 rod coupled chassis, with 2 cylinders; pretty 

normal to us, but the cylinders were for compressed air, the rest of the loco 

comprising a compressor set and large air receiver. It received an award for 

innovative design, but unfortunately did not win the competition, you can read 

more at https://www.railengineer.uk/2017/08/07/biggest-challenge-yet/  

Well, I think that just about covers everything from me, so I will just wish you 

well and look forward to seeing you sometime soon. 

Ian. 

Members’ Evening 
Ian Jefferson 

The Autumn members’ evening will be held at the ‘Diving Diseases Research 

Centre’ Research Way, Derriford, PL6 8BU on Tuesday November 7th at 

7:30pm. Please park alongside the red brick building. 

The topic for the evening will be an illustrated talk about the ‘Plymouth, 

Devonport and South Western Junction Railway’. 

Admission £1 to include refreshments, there will also be a raffle.   

From the Chair / Member’s Eve  
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Gipsyhill 
Mike Malleson 

 

Some of you may remember seeing my 5” gauge Terrier completed but 

unpainted at the PMS exhibition about 5 years ago. After that I dismantled the 

loco and started trying to paint it. I encountered endless problems with the 

paintwork, and the rather complex lining-out promised to be a headache too, 

so in the end (and after delays due to moving house) I decided to pay someone 

to do the job for me. The result has not turned out to be as good as I expected, 

but better than I could have managed myself. Over the past few months I have 

spent many hours reassembling Gypsyhill, coming up against a succession of 

unexpected problems, some due to the thickness of the paint, and others 

inexplicable! However, the work is now completed, and the loco awaits its first 

steaming. 

Gipsyhill  
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The 48 year “Terrier” 

On 15 August 1963 my eagerly awaited fortnightly issue of Model Engineer 

magazine duly arrived and there on the front cover was a picture of a 

locomotive I had never heard of, a Stroudley “Terrier”, and I was completely 

captivated with what became for me the prettiest steam locomotive ever built. 

There are many fine and handsome engines that have graced the rails of 

Britain’s railways but none quite so pretty, and I determined there and then 

that I would follow Martin Evans’ constructional series. However, the project 

had to wait for a number of reasons and it wasn’t until 1969 that I acquired the 

metal for the frames and began what turned out to be a 48 year endeavour. 

Having sold my ancient and worn out Myford ML4 at auction and bought a 

brand new ML7 (for all of £118 including a 3-jaw chuck) I marked out and 

laboriously cut out and drilled the frames, and then joined the model 

engineering evening class at Weymouth Technical College which gave me 

access to a wonderland of machine tools and, more importantly, expert help 

and advice. After 5 years a career move took us away to Oxford, by which time 

I had finished the frames, buffer beams, wheels and axles including the crank 

axle, and I had also machined the motion plate from solid steel to avoid the 

cost of a casting. There I made a number of the smaller components, and then 

- my teaching career having ended - we moved back to Dorset where I opened 

up an old forge and started up a blacksmithing business.  

At that point family, work and finance left no room for model engineering so 

everything was packed up against the possibility of being able to take it up 

again sometime in the future. That time came 30 years later, after two more 

moves which took us to Devon, and Plymouth Miniature Steam. Through the 

Forum pages of the Model Engineer website I made contact with a gentleman 

in Essex who offered to help me and so the pace of work accelerated, and by 

2013 the engine was completed and ready for its coat of many colours. My 

Gipsyhill  
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thanks go to him for his expert help and generosity. It was then dismantled, 

but my own attempts to do the paintwork having failed miserably, and in 

readiness for yet another move, it was packed up and removed to West 

Wiltshire where we now (still!!!!) live. I decided to have the job done 

professionally, and having taken delivery of my, now painted, box of bits, 

assembly started which took about 9 months. This was partly due to other 

activities intervening, and partly because for reasons I still haven’t worked out, 

a number of parts did not fit as originally made, especially the right hand water 

tank, and a lot of time was spent in head scratching to fathom out why. 

Another reason was that I had not been sufficiently rigorous in bagging and 

labelling the small parts such as nuts and bolts, and some I had to remake as a 

few had vanished completely! Hydraulic boiler tests were successfully passed 

and she is awaiting her first steam test. 

I made everything including the boiler from stock materials, except for a few 

castings, these being the wheels, smokebox saddle, pump body, chimney, 

dome, eccentric straps and horns. 

I am looking forward to running her at Goodwin Park sometime in the future. 

Mike Malleson. 

  

  

Gipsyhill  
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Gipsyhill  
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Gipsyhill  
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Managing the Club Accounts 
John Briggs 

The post of treasurer will fall vacant at the next AGM; if this is of interest 

please inform any member of the committee. 

There are various methods of managing the accounts, the most recent are 

outlined below. 

1. A paper ledger and a calculator was in use from 2006 - 2011. The book is still 

available for anyone without a computer. 

2. The accounts were transferred to computer in 2012 and dedicated spread 

sheets written that automatically sum the totals for the end of year accounts - 

profit and loss and balance sheets. This system is available complete with 

guidance notes and is practical for anyone who can copy and paste on a 

computer; minor adjustment of one of the equations is occasionally necessary 

but is simple to perform. Once the profit and loss and balance sheets are 

approved by the club’s scrutineers, they are made available to the club’s 

accountant who prepares the company tax return. 

3. To widen the field of candidates as far as possible, the current treasurer is 

willing to assist the treasurer as a clerk, temporarily, and at least for the first 

year. Terms of reference might be as follows: 

The Treasurer 

 Attend committee meetings. 

 Make all payments. 

 Manage the custody of cash boxes and the cash account. 

 Prepare the floats for the next public day. 

 Provide the clerk with a record of all transactions/ invoices. 

Treasurer  
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The Clerk 

 Maintain the running annual PMS/Account record of transactions. 

 Provide the treasurer with the monthly summary of transactions. 

 Prepare the end of year accounts for the AGM and the accountant. 

 Have access to the online bank statement. 

4. “Quicken” commercial software has been used in the distant past but is 

relatively expensive and presents a lot of unnecessary information for what is 

a simple account. 

JB 

 

STOP PRESS 
Ian Jefferson 

With support from the council, a group of students will be undertaking a 

‘National Citizen Service Social Action Project’ to repair and refurbish the 

pathway around the Southern and Western boundaries of our site at 

Goodwin Park during the latter part of the school holidays. On completion, a 

photo publicity shoot is planned for Sunday September 3rd at 1pm. 

(This will be old news when you read it as it now 6pm on 3rd Sept and the 

newsletter has yet to go to the printers! – Ed) 

Treasurer / Goodwin Park Paths 
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The Gloucestershire Warwickshire Railway 
John Briggs 

The GWSR has the 

distinction of being the 

longest preserved steam 

railway in the country that 

is run entirely by 

volunteers; there are 

three salaried 

administrators supported 

by 950 volunteers. The 

line was constructed by 

the Great Western 

Railway (GWR) between 

1902 - 1906 and formed 

part of the ‘Honeybourne 

Line’ linking central 

England with the South West. In 1952, the Wolverhampton - Penzance express 

was named ‘The Cornishman’. 

Between 1976 and 1984, local people and railway enthusiasts purchased 15 

miles of track bed between Broadway and Cheltenham racecourse. Track 

laying began and a public service commenced over 700 yards of track. The line 

is now fully restored over twelve miles between Toddington and Cheltenham 

with the last mile to Broadway due to be opened at Easter next year. I hope 

the attached photographs fully reflect the immaculate condition of everything 

the GWSR is about, it is easy to believe that you have been transported back 

into the 1920’s. 

The GWSR  
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The Foremarke Hall was 

designed by F W 

Hawksworth, the last 

Chief Mechanical 

Engineer of the GWR. 

Built at Swindon in 1949 

for BR, its working weight 

is 122 tons (engine 76 

tons and tender 46 tons) 

carrying 4000 gallons of 

water and 6 tons of coal. 

In 1951 Foremarke Hall 

was the first locomotive 

to travel between 

Plymouth and London in 

under four hours. The locomotive 

looked in perfect condition and came 

out of a refit just over a year ago. The 

railway is easy to find. 

The GWSR  
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Double Heading 
Dave Biss 

For around 25 years I have owned a Maxitrak Simplicity, built about 1981 by 

the late John Brooker. It originally had a 4 position controller as follows:  

 Coast – motor isolated (off) 

 Slow – motor connected by resistor 

 Fast – motor connected directly 

 Brake – motor short circuited. 

I fitted an “Electronize” speed controller designed to work from a radio control 

(R/C) servo output. I made a circuit to simulate the R/C servo output with a 

joystick in the cab which worked well, although the thermal cut-out would 

occasionally trip. I also fitted a switch to change between the cab control & an 

R/C receiver, allowing for R/C of shunting and as a banker/lead loco to assist 

with heavy loads. However the 27MHz AM R/C of the day meant it could be a 

bit erratic on occasions! 

Roll on 20+ years to 2017 and technology has changed a bit. 

The electronize unit (&/or my servo output simulator) failed and I was offered 

another Simplicity of a similar vintage, at some time fitted with a 4QD 

controller. When I mentioned this to a friend, he said he had a spare 4QD 

controller of the same type. I bought plugs, sockets, cable etc hoping to have 

2 matched locos that I could control individually or as a pair and facing either 

way & even one each end of the train! 

Unfortunately, although both controllers were the same model (long 

discontinued) extensive investigation revealed that they were about 13 

versions apart. One was 12v, the other 24v but it is possible to change the 

relays at low cost. More seriously, one had permanent ½ speed reverse which 

Double Heading  
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is no good on an out & back track. The other had selectable acceleration, 

deceleration & braking rates. I decided it would be best to start again! 

These days I have done much more with 16mm scale modelling and have built 

a few low power controllers using a programmable “Picaxe” chip. That led me 

to consider an “ESC” (Electronic Speed Controller) which have become very 

popular for models. This is a very compact unit and the one I chose is rated at 

30A continuous current (both locos are fitted with 20A fuses anyway). These 

ESC units are designed to connect directly to the output of a 2.4Ghz radio 

control receiver & power the receiver too. The 2.4Ghz radio control receiver 

needs to be paired with a transmitter and this eliminates interference. The 

bonus here is to pair the receiver in both locos to the same transmitter. On top 

of that, the ESC gets calibrated to the joystick on the transmitter so that both 

locos are perfectly matched. The ESC’s are available from model shops & the 

internet. Mine were about £40 each and made in the UK with good clear data 

sheets. It appears possible to buy one rated at 320A continuous for about £6 

with free postage from China but I felt less confident about that! 

 

   

Double Heading  
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Club Diary Dates 2017 

 
 
The "Tuesday Gang" 
Meet weekly at the track from 10:15 to 12:15. The jobs tackled include mowing, 
DIY on the building, maintenance of locos and rolling stock, painting bridges etc.  
 
PMS Club Meetings 
November 7th – Talk on the ‘Plymouth, Devonport and South Western Junction 
Railway’, The Hyperbaric Centre (DDRC), Research Way, Plymouth PL6 8BU. 
7:30pm, admission £1, visitors welcome. 
 
Workshop Evenings 
Workshop facilities available to members at ‘Tor Bridge High’, Plymouth. 
£25 per term (10 weeks) or £3 per session. Thursday eves (6:30-8:30pm) during 
term time. 

10/9/2017 Committee meeting and members’ Sunday 

17/9/2017 Public Running Sunday 

17/9/2017 Exhibition   

1/10/2017 Public Running Sunday 

5/10/2017  Torbridge High – last of first half term 

8/10/2017 Committee meeting and members’ Sunday 

15/10/2017 Public Running Sunday 

2/11/2017  Torbridge High – start of second half of term 

7/11/2017 
Members’ Evening – DDRC – Plymouth, Devonport & South 
Western Junction Railway  

12/11/2017 Committee meeting 

24/11/2017 Winter Magazine press date 

30/11/2017  End of Autumn Term – TorBridge High 

10/12/2017 Committee meeting 

1/1/2018 Members’ day 

Diary Dates  


